Amazon Watch Broll / June 15th, 2012 Belo Monte Action

0:00 Protesters arrive at night

0:06 Protesters grab cross to carry to dam

Indigenous woman carries crosses

0:23 dawn shots of protesters digging

various digging shots

0:36 Sergio Marroni (Brazilian Actor) digging

0:54 Crosses placed on Belo Mote Site

wide shot of Belo Monente with Protester

1:10 Indigenous peoples, Munduruku signing and saying "love live the battle"

1:20 Protesters dig through the river blockade and water flows from one side to the other People CHEER and sing no more Belo Monente

1:40 Sheyla Juruna, is with her child in the water

protesters digging holes for acai plant to block Belo Monte construction road
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